Overview
The notion of a Grand Challenge (GC) in computational cognition is not new. It has been addressed both specifically and in the context of Grand Challenges in computing as a whole. One well-known example, DARPA's Autonomous Vehicle Grand Challenge (AVGC), has captured the imagination of the media and the public. The AVGC is much more than a compelling research goal or a way to make DARPA's work relevant to the average layperson; it is a measurable test which can tell us where to focus our work and how much we have accomplished. The AVGC has "raised the bar" for what it means for a Grand Challenge to set the agenda for a field of research.
There have been previous efforts to develop Grand Challenges for computer science, but none of these efforts has addressed directly the needs of DARPA IPTO, in particular, demonstrations of cognitive capabilities with a dimension in learning.
To gain insight into why no proposal has yet to become an IPTO Grand Challenge, we performed a historical review and analysis of several sources of GCs in cognitive systems and artificial intelligence (Appendix B). This document summarizes and characterizes these previous Grand Challenge explorations and evaluates categories of proposals against the DARPA IPTO criteria for selecting a GC.
Criteria for Selecting an IPTO Grand Challenge
We compiled relevant criteria for selecting a GC from the sources listed in Appendix B, with respect to IPTO-specific requirements. IPTO further refined the compilation, resulting in the following six criteria, with specific components, for selecting an IPTO Grand Challenge. 
A Review of Previous Grand Challenges
For historical purposes, we collected, compiled, and reviewed many proposed Grand Challenges (see Appendix A for a brief listing). In general, we found that proposals focusing on problems without specifying details of the solution do not provide enough direction for a GC. For example, "Use computational cognition to solve the problem of unemployment." Alternately, proposals focusing on specific cognitive capabilities, without specifying how those capabilities will be used, (e.g., "Learn to Speak as Well as a Human") are difficult to measure.
We chose to focus our analysis on task-based GCs as the most appropriate for IPTO. Task-based GCs are more likely to be organized around a goal whose achievement can be measured, decomposable and diagnostic, and whose usefulness and relevance is clear. An example of one such task-based GCs is "Lead an Orienteering Team to Victory."
For purposes of discussion, we have clustered all GC proposals into categories. (Note that some proposals may be grouped incorrectly due to lack of detail.) We then evaluated each proposal against the criteria for selecting an IPTO GC and summarized these evaluations, by category, in Table 1 .
Most of these criteria do not lend themselves in all cases to a yes or no answer. In our evaluation, we used a '+' sign to indicate that a category rated highly against a criterion for all or most GCs in that category and a '-' where the category rated poorly against a criterion. Where different GCs within a single category rated differently, or where ratings were ambiguous, we used no marking at all. Unknown values are indicated by a '?.'
The results of our evaluation indicate that no single GC category is strong in all areas of the criteria that are important to IPTO. While it is difficult to judge whether a GC will be motivating to researchers (6a) or simple to explain (5a), it seems that GCs fail more often than not to be clear and simple to measure (2) or decomposable and diagnostic (3).
Grand Challenge Categories

Criteria
Take Table 1 Grand Challenge Proposal Categories Rated Against the IPTO Criteria. + means a GC category ranks highly with respect to a specific criterion, -means a category fails to meet the criterion, ? means unknown, and blank values indicate an ambiguous rating or both positive and negative ratings within the same category.
A. Appendix: Categorized Grand Challenge Proposals
This table represents one of many possible clusterings of Grand Challenge proposals. Note that some proposals may be incorrectly categorized due to lack of detail.
Grand Challenge Categories
Grand Challenge Proposals Author/Submitter
The Language Learner MITRE 
Human Impersonation
Robot Baby Paul Cohen
Deception Detection
The Deception Detector MITRE Table 2 Previous Grand Challenge Proposals, Categorized
